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Group President /

CEO Foreword
SUKSES 4.0

A

s nurturing budding entrepreneurs has been
part and parcel of SME Bank’s many priorities,
we thought it will be timely to dedicate this issue
of the InFront magazine to follow the journey of
the winners of our revamped SUKSES 4.0 reality
television programme.
Over the past three seasons, SUKSES was merely a magazine
TV programme for the Bank to promote the success stories of
SME Bank’s customers who have excelled in their businesses.
But the devastation brought about by the global health
crisis – whereby the entire SME ecosystem was badly rocked
– made us realise that we have to tweak the original format
of SUKSES TV Program so as to make the it act as a ‘life
boat’ by advocating “change via creativity.”
Given that the old way of doing things may no longer be
relevant under the new normal that we live in today, SUKSES 4.0
is intended to serve as the right platform to creatively nurture
and develop entrepreneurs with digital business acumen that
would enable them to grow and sustain their businesses.
After all, digitalisation has been an instrumental facilitating
force for SME Bank to deliver its mandate during current
trying times.
Evidently, our very own ScoreXcess which facilitates micro
financing applications under one seamless platform and
ODELA – a B2B digital platform – has enabled the Bank to
ensure business continuity during the peak of the COVID-19
pandemic in 2020.
Creating Wholesome Entrepreneurs
Very broadly, SUKSES 4.0 aims to facilitate new and existing
businesses to a new level of growth and sustainability.
In so doing, participants were given the opportunity to
attend master class sessions with successful SME Bank’s
clients from various industries. They act as on-site mentors
covering the areas of business operations, product costing,
production, marketing, sales and accounting, among others.
Apart from gaining hands-on learning experience from
their mentors, the Centre for Entrepreneur Development
and Research Sdn Bhd (CEDAR) – our established
entrepreneurship training arm – also divulge invaluable
knowledge in the topic of account management.
Recognizing the importance of mastering the right digital
marketing techniques, participants also attended digital
marketing classes with Master Azriel, the Digital Marketing
Guru from Azriel Consulting and Training PLT. In line with
the objective of SUKSES 4.0, this provides the opportunities
for participants to strengthen their business standing and
expanding their market penetration in the e-commerce sphere.
To make the challenges more exciting, participants were also
given weekly tasks by the mentors and social media challenges
by Master Azriel which they will need to present in front of the
juries as well as the mentors. Participants who were unable to
deliver and received the lowest score will be eliminated.

The judges comprises of four experienced personnel
in the financing and digital marketing world as well as
entrepreneurial icons. They are, Hamdan Mohd Habibollah,
Head of Stakeholders Management, SME Bank, who is also
the chief judge; Aaliyah Soraya Darus, General Manager
of Nuffnang Live Commerce Sdn. Bhd. representing the
digital marketing sector; Dato’ Wan Mohammad Sani
Salleh, Founder & Group Advisor of Sani United Berhad
and Azri Zahier Azmi, Founder & Chief Executive Officer
of The Boom Beverage Sdn. Bhd.
Empowering New Entrepreneurs
In essence, SUKSES 4.0 targets young entrepreneurs or
start-ups with viable business ideas. Candidates were
required to submit a two-minute pitching video about their
businesses and backgrounds. This is where we challenge
their creativity and ability to share their stories during visa-vis their elevator pitch.
A total of 30 candidates were selected for the audition
session which was held on 3 April 2021.
Finally, 10 young entrepreneurs comprising owners of
start-up businesses, companies which mostly were formed
during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as youths with
viable business concept at ideation stage were chosen as
the participants of SUKSES 4.0.
The Next SUKSES 4.0
Moving forward, SME Bank plans to pursue Season Two
of SUKSES 4.0 judging from the favourable response
from the audience and the impact it brings to the other
entrepreneurs. The Bank hopes that SUKSES 4.0 will be the
platform for entrepreneurs to bring their business to a new
level of success.
The SUKSES 4.0 Reality TV program has been broadcasted
for 13 weeks on Astro AWANI channel 501. SUKSES 4.0 has
successfully recorded 1.97 million views on TV and InFront
readers may watch the recorded episodes of SUKSES 4.0 on
SME Bank’s Facebook and SUKSES official YouTube channel.
I’m also happy to inform that beginning this issue, we will
feature a special section called BizPulse which provides an
insight on the latest development on the SME sectors.
Stay safe always and Wassalam.
ARIA PUTERA ISMAIL
Group President / Chief Executive Officer
SME Bank
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CHAMPION

EcoBed Malaysia
Sdn. Bhd.
1404026-X

ZA’IM HADI BIN MESKAM (BOS MEOW)
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
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How a Motivational
Speaker Becomes an
Eco-Friendly Cat Litter
Pallet Businessman
“I used to conduct motivation and
character-building programmes
in schools and companies.
Things were doing well until the
pandemic hit our nation’s shores,”

Oleochemistry from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
told InFront magazine.
“Thus, I had to do some soul searching by venturing
into something different.”
This was when a brilliant idea struck in his mind
when he was feeding stray cats near his residence!

H

aving performed extremely well as a
freelance trainer, COVID-19 somehow
forced Za’im Hadi Meskam to re-look into
his livelihood and future plans.

“I used to conduct motivation and character-building
programmes in schools and companies. Things
were doing well until the pandemic hit our nation’s
shores,” the 36-year-old who holds a Degree in

“I love feeding stray cats wherever I see them but
there was this problem where they poo and pee
everywhere near my house after eating,” he recalled.
This is when he decided to create a ‘public toilet’
for the cats by experimenting with numerous
methods to get the felines to relieve themselves at
a designated place but without much success.
“Finally, I tried using palm oil residue (hampas) to
create a pallet where the cats could pee and poo

Vol 24 / 2021
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there. With God’s grace, it worked! At first, the cats
were hesitant but after coaxing them a little, oneby-one they started using the pallet and no longer
relieved themselves at other places.”
With that, the enterprising motivational speaker
decided to commercialise his newly-invented
product and registered Ecobed Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
on 2 February 2020.
“My product, Ecobed Cat Litter, is environmentallyfriendly as it is 100% organic. It also reduces
smell from cat’s waste, affordable and less time
consuming to when it comes to cleaning up.
“It also doesn’t cause any harm to your pets as
the soil residue used in Ecobed Cat Litter can be
reused as organic fertiliser and is also safe to be
flushed down the toilet,” added Za’im who serves
as Ecobed Malaysia’s founder and CEO.

Vol 24 / 2021

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
As his product was quite unknown in the market,
Za’im acknowledged that many cat owners were
hesitant or doubt the efficiency of his product.
Elaborating further, Za’im said customers were
even complaining of his pallet being too big and
dark in colour.
Hence, he had to constantly change the design
and colour of the cat litter pallet by constantly
engaging his customers and friends until he was
able to churn out something that was acceptable
by the majority.
“Of course, being a new company, we had cash
flow issues due to limited capital. Not only that
we could not spend much on advertising, we did
not have any certification from any government
agency,” revealed Za’im. “Plus, I’m a novice when
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Today, Za’im is also selling his
product online using platforms
such as Shopee, Lazada and
OnPay in addition to establishing
ties with retail outlets and
external agents to promote and
sell his pallet.

CERTIFICATION
Ecobed Cat Litter has received the Malaysian
Sustainable Palm Oil (MPSO) certification
and a grant from the Malaysian Palm Oil
Certification Council (MPOCC).

Today, Za’im is also selling his product online using
platforms such as Shopee, Lazada and OnPay in
addition to establishing ties with retail outlets and
external agents to promote and sell his products.

it comes to retail business as I was more into the
service industry before. Hence, my learning curve
was steep.”
He also remembers receiving complaints about the
packaging of his pallet which was a challenge to
overcome given many packaging factories were
closed due to the movement control order (MCO).
However, Za’im managed to sort out the matter
after the Government relaxed rules to allow
factories to reopen, thus enabling him to design an
export-ready packaging quality.
“Along the way, I realised that branding can
determine the success factor of a product. My
team scouted for grants and we received help from
the Bumiputera Economic Empowerment Unit
(TERAJU),” he noted. “Now, we are more stable
and are able to undertake more marketing activities
to raise public awareness of Ecobed Cat Litter.”

LEADERSHIP STYLE
Touching on his leadership style, Za’im said he
tends to trust people way too easily.
“I must admit that my trust in people allowed some
to take advantage of me. However, the mentors I
had in SUKSES 4.0 taught me that while it’s okay to
trust people, it’s also equally important to carefully
assess the people I place my faith in,” shared Za’im
who has four full-time employees and two parttimers under his wings.
The young entrepreneur said he constantly
engages his team so that everyone could see eyeto-eye when it comes to the vision and mission of
his company.
However, he detests micro-managing his team as
he believes that people perform best when given a
leeway to apply their own creative ideas.
Vol 24 / 2021
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“I also learnt that
networking is crucial for an
entrepreneur. New contacts
can always help make our
business more sustainable
and resilient to future
challenges,” he quipped.

“As much as I’m a straight forward person, I
don’t like getting angry with anyone. That’s why I
encourage my staff to be open with me if they have
any issues whether good or bad,” he pointed out.
“And I motivate my employees by rewarding them
when they achieve their targets. If they don’t, I
give them plenty of opportunities to improve as I
believe in second chances. In the end, I always tell
my employees that everyone is in this together and
we shall sink or swim together.”

Vol 24 / 2021

With regard to the SUKSES 4.0 reality TV competition
organised by SME Bank, Za’im could not contain his
excitement and heaped laurels on the programme
for making him a better entrepreneur.
The SUKSES 4.0 Champion went on to extend his
gratitude to his mentors like Tn. Haji Isa Ismail,
Executive Chairman of Taiace Engineering, Azarol
Faizi, Founder and CEO of Bateriku.com as well as
SME Bank and many others who imparted valuable
business knowledge to him.
“Among the things I learned from the abovementioned names are entrepreneurial skills
including on how to market and sell my products,”
enthused Za’im. “They also taught me how to
enter the digital space. In this pandemic era, the
knowledge I acquired from them was definitely
helpful in making my venture even better.”
On the new skills he was applying in his venture,
Za’im said he is now focussed on both research and
conducting survey on how to improve his pallet to
meet the ever-changing costumer needs.
“I also learnt that networking is crucial for an
entrepreneur. New contacts can always help make
our business more sustainable and resilient to
future challenges,” he quipped.
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DOUBLING THE EFFORT
Touching on the reality show, Za’im acknowledged
that it was tough for him to maintain perseverance
week after week as he had to keep doing
presentations and coming up with new ideas.
“The tasks given by our mentors were tough. We had
to do production planning constantly to keep up with
the challenges,” he justified. “There were times where
my proposals got rejected because we didn’t abide
by the standard operating procedure (SOP).”
However, Za’im said he was grateful as he had a good
working team who kept pushing forward through
thick and thin despite enduring various challenges.
Looking back, he said he would have stepped up
more during the challenges if he could rewind the
clock. Being an introvert, he found it difficult to voice
his opinions or to better “sell” his ideas to his mentors.
“It’s tough to change your character but if I could
rewind the clock, I would step up more and make
myself heard. And I reckon that I want to learn
more about the art of networking,” added Za’im.

Vol 24 / 2021
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SUKSES 4.0 CHAMPION

TIPS FOR NEW ENTREPRENEURS

On what he did with the prize money of RM50,000,
the father of four said that he divided the sum
into a few portions with a lion’s share going into
improving his business.

“It’s easy to start a business but to follow through
and make it a success story is the real challenge,”
admitted Za’im.

“About 40% of the sum is invested into branding
and marketing of Ecobed Malaysia with another
30% going into increasing production capacity,” he
noted. “Another 20% is allotted towards product
improvement. This will help instil public confidence
on my products and services, especially among
cat lovers.”
“And the last 10% will be donated to nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) dedicated to
helping stray cats. I’m also considering to donate
my products to animal shelters that are in need of
them,” he added.

With that said, he urged budding entrepreneurs
to understand that running a business is a “long
journey” which requires some sense of responsibility.
To ease the process, he urged young entrepreneurs
to continuously seek new knowledge and skills to
improve on their venture. “Having a mentor in place
is also helpful. Networking is equally important,”
stressed Za’im.
He also reminded entrepreneurs that businesses
will face good times and bad times, hence the
need for them to remain resilient and steadfast in
their endeavour.
“And I always remind myself that while making losses
in business is a no-brainer, the ultimate challenge
lies in generating profits,” Za’im concluded.

Vol 24 / 2021
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1st Runner-Up

BawaLorry Sdn. Bhd.

1348070-H

MOHAMAD HAFIZ BIN MOHAMED NASSIR
Founder
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SUKSES 4.0: Adding Glitz
and Glamour to Apparels,
The Hafiz Way!

“I needed to feel ownership
over something and decided
to register Bawalorry Sdn. Bhd.
in October 2019,”

I

n the pursuit to live a glamorous life,
Mohamad Hafiz Mohamed Nassir, 33, was
not content working for a job recruitment
agency in the early days of his career.

“Though I was doing well in the company
where I became a senior consultant within
a year, I left the job without any hesitation,”
the law graduate from International Islamic
University Malaysia told the InFront newsletter.
“The thing is office environment is not my cup
of tea.”
Subsequently, Hafiz pursued a career in a
digital company, selling fashionable items such
as headscarves and travelled to many countries
such as Turkey, the United Kingdom and China
to promote and market the products. Hafiz
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added that he also helped organise fashion
shows in many countries before calling it quit
despite had contributed in generating an
estimated RM150 million in sales.
“I had some issues with the management but
it was also a blessing in disguise. I thought
to myself, if I can make it this big working for
someone else, why not I start something on my
own?” he recalled.
“I needed to feel ownership over something
and decided to register Bawalorry Sdn. Bhd.
in October 2019,” noted Hafiz, adding that
his company is all about selling fashionable
scarves, shawls and handkerchiefs to those
who wish to add some glitter and glamour to
their daily appearance.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

On the challenges faced, Hafiz said that
COVID-19 hit his business hard as his turnover
nosedived from a regular RM200,000 to
RM40,000.

“I had overheads to pay, notably staff salary
and it was tough. However, I adapted quickly
by shifting my sales online,” he revealed.
“Like any other start-ups, we are also
confronted with cash flow issues in the
beginning phase of our business. However, I
managed to weather the storm by taking a
different approach.”
To circumvent such challenge, Hafiz kept
a tight leash on his company’s cash flow
instead of investing heavily on marketing
unlike other businessmen. He also leveraged
on free marketing platforms made available
online instead.
“With God’s grace, my business is now worth
RM6 million even though I only started with
a working capital of RM35,000,” said a
proud Hafiz who has been quite successful in
weathering the pandemic storm.
On
current
challenges,
the
young
entrepreneur said he has to consistently
raise awareness among the public on the
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“I learned that networking is
key to your business success,”
he noted. “It is always inspiring
to obtain insights from our
industry counterparts as this
will enable us to improve and
scale greater heights in our
pursuit for excellence.”

“My employees are not to question my
instructions. Just do what I tell you to do as
I have no time to explain my decisions. I tell
them to take it or leave it,” he explained.

advantages of making online purchase of
his product offerings as many potential
customers more used to buying such apparels
from conventional retail outlets.

On the SUKSES 4.0 reality show organised by
SME Bank, Hafiz praises the Bank saying he
learned a lot from the programme, especially
on the importance of networking.

“And I’m also looking at how to sell my
apparels directly to customers without using
third party platforms such as Shopee and
Lazada as doing so reduces my profit margin
to a certain extent,” envisages Hafiz who has
six full-time employees assisting him.

“I learned a lot from greats like Aliza Ali, Group
Managing Director, Will Group (Chatime) and
Hamdan Mohd Habibollah, Chief Judge of
SUKSES 4.0. To be honest, I think I would at
a loss if I didn’t participate in SUKSES 4.0.” he
pointed out.

LEADERSHIP STYLE

Touching on his leadership style, Hafiz said he
practises the “iron-fist” strategy as he believes
in a top-down management approach.
Vol 24 / 2021

“I have my reasons on why I give certain
instructions but admittedly, I can be
unpredictable sometimes. That is why I only
employ fresh graduates as they can understand
me better.”

“I learned that networking is key to your business
success,” he noted. “It is always inspiring to
obtain insights from our industry counterparts
as this will enable us to improve and scale
greater heights in our pursuit for excellence.”
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As such, Hafiz contended that it was laudable
that the Bank organised such a show for the
local entrepreneur fraternity as it was not
always that budding entrepreneurs like him
gets to rub shoulders with industry legends.

LIVING UP TO EXPECTATIONS

On the challenges faced during the show,
Hafiz said he encountered a unique experience
competing with new as well as veteran
entrepreneurs at the same time.
“Of course, the real challenge came from the
established entrepreneurs. Plus, I was also
competing with myself at the same time to
improve my sense of entrepreneurship,” shared
Hafiz. “To be honest, I found it hard taking
instructions from people as I’m used to being
the one who called the shots.”
On how he kept moving forward, Hafiz said the
first he did was to calm down and accept the
situation at hand. Such move enables him to
learn more about himself and to manage the
given tasks in the most efficient manner.
Vol 24 / 2021
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“I can accept losing as it is part of the learning
process,” he stressed. If given a choice on what
he would change during the challenges, Hafiz
said he would not change anything at all.
“I will still be myself. It’s all about appreciating
the journey in making yourself better. In my
view, people never change, just the situation
and the people around you do,” he remarked.

1ST RUNNER UP

On what he did with the prize money, the
1st runner-up said that he had invested the
money to collaborating with Tudung Fazura to
diversify his range of apparels and venture into
goat farming businesses.
“I’m also considering to promote my products by
doing a programme with Chatime,” Hafiz quipped.
Vol 24 / 2021

TIPS FOR NEW ENTREPRENEURS

Sharing tips for entrepreneurs, Hafiz advised
new aspirants never to engage in the “trial
and error” method in order to minimise the
risk of failing.
“Emulate the success stories of those who
have made it. If you look at billionaires like
Elon Musk, he gets up at 6am. Just follow that,”
he insisted. “As for me, I learned a lot from
my mentor-cum-idol, Datin Norjuma Habib
(founder of the Aidijuma Scarf Collection).”
Hafiz also urged budding entrepreneurs not
spend more than 10% of their budget for
marketing purposes.
“And always have one leader to call the shots.
The rest should just follow suit,” he remarked.
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2nd Runner-Up

Khanas Kid Sdn. Bhd.

1222769A

ERLEENA BINTI AHMAD RASHIDI
Founder
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How COVID-19 Turned a
Tourism Industry Employee
Into a Budding Entrepreneur
“I got worried about my children’s
future and thought hard on how
to move forward. So, I got the
ball rolling by selling children’s
merchandise online in March last
year” she told the InFront magazine.

W

hile she was doing well in
the tourism industry, Erleena
Ahmad Rashidi received a
rude shock after COVID-19 hit
the sector hard, prompting the 32-year-old
mother of two to reflect on what to do next.
“I got worried about my children’s future
and thought hard on how to move forward.
So, I got the ball rolling by selling children’s
merchandise online in March last year” she
told the InFront magazine.
With lady luck smiling on her, Erleena’s online
business flourished and with that confidence,
she registered her company Khanas.co on
July 15 last year.
“My company was named after my two
children, Khayla and Anas. In a nutshell, my
business was inspired by children who got
‘trapped’ at homes due to COVID-19 during
the first Movement Control Order (MCO 1.0),”
she shared.

Vol 24 / 2021
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“As of now, we are focussed on kids’
merchandise where we sell products under
our brand name while helping parents to
trade-in their kids’ old items.”

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

On her initial challenges, Erleena
acknowledged that being a newbie in
entrepreneurship, she lacked knowledge on
how to manage a business.
However, she has one skill which helped her
pulled through the challenges – the ability to
quickly learn new things.
“I realised that time management was crucial
when launching a start-up venture. New
business owners have to wear so many hats at
one-go which sometimes can distract us from
being focused on what should be the right
priorities,” she observed.
With that said, Erleena stressed on the
importance of planning one’s day which will
help entrepreneurs to be on their toes and be
focussed on the goals set.

She also emphasised the importance of startup companies keeping a close watch on their
cash flow so as to keep the momentum going.
“You need money unless you’re born with a
silver spoon in your mouth. Lack of capital
or cash flow is the number one challenge for
any start-up company given we always need
funds to grow the company,” she opined.
“And it’s important to keep yourself open to
learning new things. Doing some research and
attending courses related to entrepreneurship
was helpful to me.”

LEADERSHIP STYLE

To circumvent the competitive business
sandscape, Erleena stresses the need to be
pragmatic and be goal-driven.
On this note, it is inevitable for her to have
high expectations of her team and herself.
In this regard, she always encourage her two
full-time employees and three part-timers to
seek self-improvement.

Vol 24 / 2021
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“I also learned about the difference
between personal branding and
business branding, on top of how
to manage operations,”
she recalled.

learned that having good communication skill
can determine the success of one’s business,”
said Erleena who emerged as the third winner
among the 10 participants.
The Diploma in Tourism Management graduate
further noted that she has been applying all
the knowledge she picked up from SUKSES
4.0 into her business, especially on the
communication part.
“It’s all about building trust among your customers
and staff members,” enthused Erleena.

“And I like to put myself on other people’s
shoes. It’s always good to plan things
beforehand so that we can be ready to face
an uncertain future,” quipped Erleena.

EXHAUSTING BUT FRUITFUL

Elaborating on the challenges faced during
the show, Erleena described the weekly
pitching process to impress the mentors as
“very tough” especially when confronted with
the tight deadlines.
Reminiscing on her time with the SUKSES 4.0
reality TV, Erleena said that she has learned a lot
from the programme, particularly knowledge
on how to run and manage a business venture.
“The judges and mentors gave a lot of input on
how to manage a start-up like mine. Plus, I also
Vol 24 / 2021

However, the resilient new entrepreneur dealt
with it using effective planning strategies with
contribution from her team mates.
“My team and I worked together effectively
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to deal with the challenges brought by the
weekly pitching,” she enthused.
On lessons learnt during the process, Erleena
noted that effective marketing strategy was
key to a venture’s success.
“I also learned about the difference
between personal branding and business
branding, on top of how to manage
operations,” she recalled.
“Managing financial health is very important
for a business. Among other skills I picked up
during the show were production planning
and networking. Plus, I also came to realise
that it’s equally important to know how to
present ourselves to customers and investors
to help grow our business further.”
Asked what she would differently in the show
if given a choice, Erleena firmly said that she
does not wish to change anything as she
stayed true to herself during the challenges.
“That’s because I feel satisfied with all that
I have done there. I was myself through and

Vol 24 / 2021
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through, and competed with others by being
fair and square,” she added.
2ND RUNNER-UP
On what she did with her prize money,
Erleena said that she had re-invested the
RM10,000 into her business while focusing on
the branding aspect to expand her business.
“Branding is key to future growth. Once our
brand name is out there, people will have faith
in our products and services,” she pointed out.
Erleena made a valid point there as many
small businesses have failed to capitalise on
the vast amount of opportunities a strong
brand offers.
Branding is not only relevant for large
corporations with an international consumer
base such as Apple or Nike but it is just as
important for businesses of any size and form
– whether brick and mortar or online – to
thrive by building that emotional connection
with their target customer base.

oneself open to learning new things, according
to Erleena.

TIPS FOR NEW ENTREPRENEURS

She also urged new entrepreneurs to create
and maintain an effective strategy to grow
their businesses by always staying focussed
on their goals.

While communication is key to growing one’s
business, it is equally important to keep

“And always surround yourself with the right
people,” she added.

Vol 24 / 2021
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PANEL OF JUDGES

HAMDAN MOHD HABIBOLLAH

Head, Stakeholder Management
SME Bank / Chief Judges of SUKSES 4.0
With experience of more than 25 years in the
banking industry and a subject matter expert in
entrepreneur banking, entrepreneur development
and intervention as well as corporate strategy,
Hamdan Mohd Habibollah is the Chief Judge for
SUKSES 4.0.
He has been entrusted to represent the Bank as a
speaker in various forums including Global Islamic
Finance Forum 2014 and Malaysia Halal Expo 2019.
He is also a Certified Business Coach & Mentor
(since 2018) and Certified Lead Assessor for ISO
(since 2007).

AALIYAH SORAYA DARUS
General Manager,
Nuffnang Live Commerce

Having broad knowledge in digital marketing,
e-commerce and branding, these are the invaluable
reasons to have Aaliyah Soraya Darus as one of the
judges for SUKSES 4.0.
Aaliyah is currently the
General Manager of Nuffnang Live Commerce, a live
commerce enabler for MSMEs looking to expand their
social commerce business.
Aaliyah is also a part of the inaugural startup team
for Lazada Malaysia in 2012 and championing through
some challenging times within the marketplace
giant’s roadmap to success until 2017. She was also
the Director of Marketing for MyBazar - an online
marketplace, heading a project in partnership with
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) called
‘BLEE’ which aimed to support and enable micro and
small merchants going online. The project managed
to acquire more than 500 micro and small merchants
nationwide to sell online in the span of 4 months.
Vol 24 / 2021
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AZRI ZAHIER AZMI

Director/Chief Executive Officer,
The Boom Beverage Sdn Bhd
Due to his sharp business acumen and his passion
for achieving greater heights, Azri Zahier Azmi was
appointed as one of the judges of SUKSES 4.0. In
2017, Azri Zahier received the 100 Most Influential
Young Entrepreneurs award for the success of
his product Hausboom.
Azri’s determination
and focus has successfully grow and brought the
locally produce Hausboom - Sparkling Real Juice,
to be exported to several countries including China,
Brunei, Singapore, Maldives, United Kingdom and
Germany. Currently, Hausboom is in the process of
exporting to another 22 countries.
Azri is also the Co-Founder and Creative Director
of OMW Look Sdn. Bhd. which produces ‘Oh Most
Wanted’, a cosmeceutical brand renowned for its
infusion of cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. ‘Oh
Most Wanted’ was accorded with Top 5 Best Local
Cosmetics by Berita Harian in 2018.

DATO’ WAN MOHAMMAD SANI
SALLEH
Founder,
Kumpulan Sani United Berhad

Dato’ Sani Salleh, an icon in the
entrepreneurship world, was brought on
board as one of the judges of SUKSES 4.0
to share his invaluable experience and
knowledge. His large fleet of double decker
coaches Sani Express, Sani Ferry (Langkawi)
and Sani Hotel in the heart of Kuala Lumpur
are a well-known household brand in the
transportation and hotel business.
A self-made millionaire, Dato’ Sani started
his entrepreneurial journey from a humble
beginning by opening a workshop in Kuala
Lumpur. His vast experience in business
management and operations has inspired
many other entrepreneurs.
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LIST OF MENTORS
ALIZA ALI

Founder & Group Managing Director,
Will Group
Will Group is a business development company
that has a successful trade history in Malaysia,
Singapore, Hong Kong and the Middle East. The
Master Franchisee of Chatime in Malaysia, Will
Group has an optimistic vision to make Chatime as
Malaysia’s no.1 bubble tea brand.

DR. KHAMSIAH MUDA

Founder,
BWFW Medic Sdn. Bhd.
(Andorra Women & Children Hospital)
BWFW stands for, "By Women For Women",
for only women may understand and desire
an establishment to exclusively service their
healthcare needs. A Leading Women and Children
Holistic Healthcare Centre Designed By Women
for Women.

AZAROL FAIZI

Founder & Chief Executive Officer,
Bateriku.Com
Bateriku.com aspires to disrupt and digitalise the
Battery, Breakdown and "Bengkel" market via
technology and sharing economy platform with
the aim to provide awesome customers' experience
through integrated and connected roadside
assistance solutions to car owners across Malaysia.

NOR ISKANDAR NAINI BIN HANIFAH

Group Chief Executive Officer,
SD Impex Sdn. Bhd.

SD Impex aims to be the provider for world class
supply chain for healthy, nutritious, clean, safe and
excellent quality Halalan Toyyiban food from farm
to fork.
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JOHARI ABU KASSIM

Group Managing Director,
Star Medik Sdn. Bhd.
Star Medik is an established and leading medical
corporation specializing in Medical Pathway
Management Care. The company has extensive
experience and industrial knowledge with highly
skilled in-house specialists and experts, backed
with proven track records in medical ventilator
management, respiratory care and its related
segments.

TN. HAJI ISA BIN ISMAIL

Executive Chairman,
Taiace Engineering Sdn. Bhd.

A leading industrial & manufacturing company,
Taiace is a Malaysian-based company incorporated
on 16th July 1996 as a sheet-metal fabrication and
metal stamping product manufacturer. Taiace has
now evolved into various end product manufacturer
for industries such as Telecommunication, Power
Distribution and Energy services.

AZLISHAH AZIZAN

Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer,
Clearwisdom Sdn. Bhd.
CLEARWISDOM is a specialized Aviation IT company
that provides consultation and maintenance to
major aviation related clients operating locally and
internationally.

AZRIEL AZIM AZELAN
@ MASTER AZRIEL
Master Azriel is a Certified Digital Marketing
Professional and Facebook Blueprint Lead Trainer,
also a certified professional in 4th Industrial
Revolution Foundation by Malaysia Productivity
Corporation (MPC) and eUsahawan Master Trainer
by Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC).
SUKSES 4.0 participants obtained optimum
knowledge and skills in digital marketing through
Master Azriel's focused approach in coaching,
supervising and applying the strategies and
techniques of digital marketing.
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Section

BEYOND COVID-19:

Challenges
In The New
*
Normal World
by Strategic Credit & Economic Analytic (SCEA)

M

any
economists
and
industry experts project
that the world would move
towards a recovery phase
following the prolonged
COVID-19 endemic that hit businesses
worldwide since early 2020.
However, it is best for entrepreneurs
to be reminded that businesses may
encounter other challenges beyond
COVID-19
which
could
hamper
economic recovery if left unchecked.
According to a survey conducted
by the North America Institute of
Internal Auditor (IIAA), business board
members, chief audit executives and
management personnel have indicated
the following as possible threats to
business organisations regardless of
size, industry and type.

1
SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION
The disruption to business-as-usual (BAU)
operations is rooted in COVID-19 lockdown
to contain the spread of the pandemic and
various travelling restrictions. This calls for
better resilience in supply chain management
to support organisations to achieve strategic
objectives. This is where companies must
include flexibility in their operations to adapt to
current and future disruptions.
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2

5

SUPPLIER AND VENDOR MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

For an organisation to be successful, it has to
maintain healthy and fruitful relationship with
its external business partners and vendors. This
involves the ability to establish good rapport with
other parties involved in the business venture.

Organisations are facing increased pressure from
stakeholders, including shareholders, regulators,
customers, and employees, to evaluate and
disclose how they are impacting the environment
in which they operate. This will require firms to
reliably measure, evaluate and accurately report
on such impacts.

3
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
We are in an era of innovative business models,
fuelled by disruptive technologies. Thus, it is
important for organisations to learn to adapt or
even capitalise on future disruptions.

6
TALENT MANAGEMENT
The increased need for an acceptance of
remote operations are redefining how work gets
done in the post-pandemic era. This is where
organisations must identify, acquire, up-skill (reskill or even un-skill) and retain the right talents
to achieve their objectives.

4
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL VOLATILITY
The ongoing impacts of the pandemic – combined
with the normal dynamics of macroeconomic
cycle – have the potential to create volatility
in the markets. This is where it is imperative for
organisations to be resilient in facing economic
and political volatility.

It is inevitable that most local SMEs will be facing
the challenges mentioned above. The assessment
of risk mitigation as well as relevant action plans
need to be conducted on frequent basis to manage
the potential risk exposures.
Towards this end, SMEs can seek assistance from
SME Bank via CEDAR (Centre of Entrepreneur
Development and Research) on information about
risk management and mitigation techniques.

*This article is adapted from “Top Risks 2022”
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NEED
FINANCING?
Get prompt answers online with

Apply today with SME Bank Online Application System.
With no hassles and no long waiting periods, SME Bank makes applying for financing
online simple, fast and convenient. We give you the answers you need promptly so
you can keep your business moving ahead.

Features & Benefits
• Instant answers to eligibility for financing products
• Pre-arrange documents for next level process
Terms and conditions apply.

03-2603 7700

www.smebank.com.my

customercare@smebank.com.my

For business. For Growth. For life
Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank Malaysia Berhad 49572-H
An agency under the Ministry of Entrepreneur Development (MED)
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